
Join the Conversation 

"The mission of  The Twenty-Something Talk is to
create a community of conversation through

contribution and connection."

The twenty-Something Talk  

 
My heart in hosting The Twenty-Something Talk is to simply invite
the sharing of stories. With this in mind, I have designed a focus
group for both men and women(ages 20-29) to learn and listen to
the diversity of experiences held within our decade of decision. 

 
My hope is by exploring the patterns of personal progress and pain
gathered through each community of conversation, we may better
understand and address the challenges facing our generation!
 
 Hope to meet you soon, 

CARLEYMARCOUILLIER.COM



Event Details 
FAQ Guide 

WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE? 

WHERE WILL IT BE?
Each Twenty-Something Talk will be
hosted at a local coffee shop or

specific host location posted on the
website >> CARLEYMARCOUILLIER.COM

HOW CAN 
I HELP?

RSVP
Bring a friend
Host a Talk 
Share the Story

         

 
  

Upon arrival to a "Talk", individuals attending will
be checked in and receive a T20T contributor
name tag and swag bag!.

 
All participants will then have the opportunity to
meet with other focus group members and are
encouraged to bring their personal brand or
business information for networking.

 
The "Talk" itself will contain the facilitated
discussion of a set of 20 questions which utilize
the data collection tool "Poll Anywhere". This will
allow participants to contribute their ideas,
thoughts, and experiences anonymously through
text message. All captured content with be
shared on projector for the group to discuss. 

 
 



My Story 
                  
 A northerner by heart southern by choice,
Carley has called Virginia her home since
2010.  While attending Liberty Univeristy,
Carley began a collegiate-run conference
ministry for teen girls, called Renew which
was soon adopted by Liberty’s Center for
Ministry Training. 
 
After graduating in 2014, Carley served as the
director of Renew until beginning her Masters
degree in Clinical Mental Health Counseling
through Regent University in 2016. It was
during this time, Carley began to develop a
passion for integrative work that combined
the principles of counseling practice with the
foundation of Christian theology.

M.A. in Clinical Mental
Health Counseling (2018)

Regent University   
 

B.A in Religion-Women's
Ministries Emphasis

(2014) Liberty University

  
carleymarcouillier.com

cm@carelymarcouilier.com

Let's Chat

Since completing her degrees, Carley has
gained over 8 years of invaluable experience
in both ministry and clinical settings and was
recently published in RELEVENT magazine.
 Currently, Carley is pursuing her License in
Professional Counseling while managing a
community mental health program within a
growing nonprofit in the heart of Virginia. 
 
When Carley is not working with clients or
writing, she enjoys good cups of coffee,
training for triathlons, and traveling to new
places.
  

As a Twenty-Something...

Education


